At Insitu, we Pioneer, Perform, Unite, and Care to Provide Ultimate Value

As a PIONEER, our culture demands progress and innovation — which breeds fresh and fearless ideas that lead to valuable, cutting-edge services and products.

INEXA Solutions allows us to PERFORM by working with you to solve your unique enterprise business needs and challenges. INEXA Solutions products and services provide you with ultimate business knowledge output through data collection, automation, and integration to optimize your business processes.

We UNITE our global teams of professional remote pilots, trainers, software developers, and regulatory experts with you to apply their expertise in converting precision data and aerial imagery into meaningful information. This information is seamlessly integrated into your business plan, enabling decision-making superiority.

Not only do we CARE for our Insitu global family of employees, but we purposefully develop our offerings with an eye toward your employees and their families, as well. We deliver products and services to ensure safer conditions in the future, while mitigating hazardous conditions that currently exist.

To learn more about Insitu’s solutions to change the way you do business, please send an email message to solutions@insitu.com.
Remote Sensing and Information Delivery
Service and Support

With more than 20 years of aerial experience, and backed by The Boeing Company’s 100-year history of aviation and innovation, we relentlessly demonstrate our reliability, credibility, expertise, and innovation in remote aerial sensing. Successfully operating in some of the most difficult circumstances on earth for our defense customers, we now are leveraging our expertise to benefit commercial enterprises. Our new mission is to professionally and safely deliver precise business knowledge to you via INEXA Solutions, a comprehensive suite of remote sensing and information processing products and services. As partners, we determine your business pain points and needs. Solutions then are tailored, using vehicles, sensors, analytics, data integration, command and control software, and flight operations and training services. Prior to implementation, solutions are simulated, performed, and tested through pilot programs; ensuring that your return on investment is validated.

In today’s ever-changing environment, your business has to leverage remote sensing information to increase productivity and remain competitive.

Insitu’s INEXA Solutions is a comprehensive suite of remote sensing products and information delivery services provided to large enterprises to collaboratively resolve business challenges by leveraging Insitu and The Boeing Company’s ecosystem of capabilities from seabed to space.

Choose Insitu to change the way you do business.

Explore your business needs. We engage with you to identify the highest returns on security, safety, efficiency, and cost-savings, and establish key measures of success.

Build tailored solutions. Employing INEXA Solutions, we scope and optimize your existing infrastructure and resources to build scalable enterprise solutions.

Apply measures and metrics. We simulate, perform and thoroughly test all solutions — and proceed only if a return on investment is confirmed for your business solution.

Integrate seamlessly and safely. Our scaled implementation plan is focused on efficiency, manageable growth and secure information delivery to ensure successful results.